Easy Tips for Getting Started with Gleaning
Start small. Find a handful of volunteers (hopefully at least one of whom is experienced with growing and
harvesting vegetables.) Talk to one or two farmers that you have a personal connection with. Keep in mind that
testing the waters and establishing systems while you are working with small quantities and small groups will
be easy.
Volunteer Management
•
•
•

•

•

Create a system for mobilizing volunteers on short notice – an email list, Facebook page, or a phone
tree. Most farmers will offer 24 – 48 hours notice.
Inform volunteers ahead of time what the crop will be, what they need to bring (gloves, pitchfork,
knife, etc.) and be sure to give them directions and a meeting point at the farm.
Make it easy on farmers. Establish a key person whom the farmer will contact and who will lead the
volunteers once in the field. Trust is built over time. In some cases, the crop has been abandoned so
plant damage is not an issue, in other cases you are being offered a pick on plants that will continue to
produce for the farmer.
Be sure you know what you are allowed to harvest. Mark rows clearly, discuss which vegetables or
fruit may be taken and which may not be. Then tread lightly and stay where you are supposed to be.
Do not wander through the farm in other rows or areas without permission, and do not harvest
anything else.
Decide ahead of time if you will allow children or not. This can be a very important educational
experience (for all involved) but you may want to wait until you have an established trust with
farmers. Children need to be closely supervised by their accompanying adult, especially when the crop
is still producing.

Distribution
•

•

Reuse free empty boxes from your local grocer or liquor store (beer boxes are ideal for holding 20
pounds of just about anything, although they may not be appropriate if you are leaving them in a place
where folks may be in addictions recovery!). Plastic kitchen trash bags work well for greens like
lettuce, kale, bokchoy and will hold 7 – 10 pounds. Empty feed bags are good for bulky crops like
corn, and your grocer will probably save for you the mesh bags that onions and potatoes ship in (these
are really good for potatoes as the dirt falls out and also lets them dry a little).
Standardize units of weight to make distribution to various places easier. If every box of squash
weighs 20 pounds, you can count the boxes up rather than doing inordinate amounts of math!
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•
•

•

•

Follow up with those whom you distribute to. Check on quantities. Can they use more? Or less? Do
they have storage issues? Are there some crops that move better than others? etc.
Let everyone bring home some of the harvest for themselves. Bring paper or plastic grocery bags just
for this purpose. Allowing folks to bring home food is a nice way to thank them for their services and
can be a motivating factor in some cases. Promote this option in your food pantry or soup kitchen and
you may get a lot of helpers! “Do you want to bring some home for dinner?” is a good question and
suggests portion control. If someone seems to want extra, it’s probably because they need it. In my
experience, some people won’t take anything, most take a little to try (a great way to introduce people
to the goodness of fresh local food), and a few take a bag full. You will get to know which members
of your harvest team/s are in need if you don’t already.
Delivering the produce the same day is usually easiest. Develop a system to let your people know
when the food will arrive (if they are on the volunteer recruit email list they will know anytime there
is an upcoming glean). Some crops are highly perishable and will need to be refrigerated as soon as
possible (i.e.: greens), while others can sit on the back of a truck in the shade overnight. There may be
a walk-in cooler in the community that you can use to store things short term as needed.
Create a tracking system. Weigh the produce and keep a list of how much of what crop goes to what
organization. If you use an online spreadsheet, you can add farmers to it so they can track their own
donations. If you are a non-profit, be sure to send them a donation letter at the end of the season for
tax purposes. We usually send the quantities and let the farmer place values.

General
•
•

•

•

•

Relationships are key. Endeavor to develop good working relationships with farmers, volunteers and
those who run the recipient programs or kitchens. We all need to work together for best results.
Only basic tools are needed to start. You’ll want some harvesting tools such as, pocket knives, a fork
or two for root crops, a scale (we used bathroom scales at first but package scales work better – Uline
has some good shipping ones), gloves are nice for some crops but folks can bring their own. You need
bags and boxes (ideally recycled and disposable that you can leave when you drop off the produce),
and you’ll want to have a first aid kit including some poison ivy wash and snack or two for diabetic
emergencies. A gallon of water and some dixie cups are good for very hot weather when people forget
to bring their own to the field. Now you’re ready for anything!
Keep program costs low. They should be proportionate to the amount you are harvesting. If your
expenses are over $1.00 / pound for delivered food, you might as well buy farm seconds and save your
volunteers a lot of work!
When you are ready to grow, promote the program. Take photos to share, talk to the press, advertise in
“things to do” listings online, on radio and in print. Create a flyer to share information about the
program.
Have fun! Gleaning is a joyful act of service.

Date:
To:
Dear
Thank you for your contribution of __________________, that Island Grown Gleaning received
on __________________. No goods or services were provided in exchange for your
contribution.
Island Grown Gleaning is a program of Island Grown Initiative (a 501 (c) (3) nonprofit). We
provide volunteers to harvest excess produce from local farms and we deliver it free of charge to
our schools, elders, and community members in need. This program helps reduce food waste and
provides delicious, nutritious, locally grown food to those who need it most.
In order to provide this important service to our community, we must rely heavily on donations
from individuals and foundations. Volunteers in all capacities are also an integral part of our
programs. All assistance is greatly appreciated.
On behalf of everyone we serve, thank you!
Sincerely yours,

Jamie O’Gorman
Program Coordinator
Island Grown Gleaning

